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Summary

1 What do you enjoy and value most about camping at Centenary Park Campground? Please pick up to 5 of the following or add your own items:

- Shade
- Open aspect
- The climbing history/tradition of the campground
- Social atmosphere
- The proximity to climbing and other recreational activities at the park
- The natural setting / aesthetics
- Having a campfire (outside of fire danger months)
- The low key experience and basic facilities
- Other

Shade 119 (45.1%)
Open aspect 22 (8.3%)
The climbing history/tradition of the campground 122 (46.2%)
Social atmosphere 134 (50.8%)
The proximity to climbing and other recreational activities at the park 220 (83.3%)
The natural setting / aesthetics 79 (29.9%)
Having a campfire (outside of fire danger months) 119 (45.1%)
The low key experience and basic facilities 125 (47.3%)
2 Do you think there are any environmental issues associated with the campground or any other issues detracting from the camping experience? Please pick up to 5 of the following or add your own items:

- Lack of shade, as pines die and are removed: 181 (69.1%)
- Firewood collection (not permitted in the park): 75 (28.6%)
- Facilities: 37 (14.1%)
- Sloping campground: 107 (40.8%)
- Compaction by people and vehicles of vegetation and tree roots: 66 (25.2%)
- Large groups using the campground: 81 (30.9%)
- Antisocial behaviour of other campers: 74 (28.2%)
- Informal setting without designated numbered camping sites: 7 (2.7%)
- Use by camper vans and caravans: 49 (18.7%)
- Visitor Information / Signage: 9 (3.4%)
- Other: 40 (15.3%)

3 What actions would you recommend to address these issues? Please pick up to 5 of the following or add your own items:
Re-planting of non-native Pines for shade and to maintain the tradition of ‘the Pines’. 126 47.9%
Replanting / Revegetation with native species in various locations in the campground 150 57%
Creation of flatter spots for camping 101 38.4%
Erosion / water control via swales 108 41.1%
More dedicated areas for camper vans/camper trailers 63 24%
Set up a group camping area and request groups to use this 123 46.8%
Facilities improvements/changes 49 18.6%
Other 51 19.4%